This paper provides an atialysis of the predictability of stock returns using market-, itidustry-, and firm-level earnings. Contrary to Lamont (1998). we find that neither dividend payout ratio nor the level of aggregate earnings can foreca.st the excess market return. We show that these variables do not have robtist predictive power across different stock pt)rtfiilios and sample periods. In contrast to the aggregate-level findings, earnings yield has significant explanatory power for the time-series and cross-sectional variation in firmlevel stock returns and the 48 industry portfolio returns. The mean reversion of stcxk prices as well as the earnings' correlation with expected stock returns are responsible for the forecasting power of earnings yield. These results are robust aftercontrollingfor btK)kto-market, size, price momentum, and post-earnings announcement drift. At the aggregate level, the information content of firm-level earnings about future cash flows is diversified away and higher aggregate earnings do not forecast higher returns.
I. Introduction
Both acadetnics and practitioners have sought to idetitify variables that forecast stock returns. Many variables in the form of value-to-price ratios have beeti shown to predict time-series variation in aggregate stock returns. Shiller (1984) and Fama and French (1988a) estimate predictive regressions of aggregate stock returns on dividend and earnings yield, and find that earnings yield has less predictive povi'er than dividend yield. ' Fama and French ( 1988a) argue that if higher variability of earnings is unrelated to the variation in expected returns, earnings yield is a noisier measure of expected returns than dividend yield.Â s a response to the interpretation of Fama and French (1988a) about the predictive power of earnings yield. Lamont (1998) argues that aggregate earnings are negatively correlated with expected returns and that the variability of aggregate earnings is not noise but indeed related to future returns. He also indicates that the aggregate dividend payout ratio forecasts excess returns on the S&P Composite Index because high dividends (earnings) forecast high (low) returns. He explains his finding of the negative and significant relation between aggregate earnings and expected returns as follows: "The level of earnings is a good measure of current business conditions. Risk premia on stocks covary negatively with current economic activity: investors require high expected returns in recessions, and lower expected returns in hooms. Since earnings vary with economic activity, current earnings predict future returns" (p. 1564). Moreover, price is negatively correlated with future returns due to mean reversion in stock prices. Since both earnings and price covary negatively with expected returns and their forecasting powers are offsetting. Lamont (1998) concludes that earnings yield fails to forecast aggregate stock returns.
We find that Lamont's ( 1998) empirical results are not robust across different sample periods. Contrary to the findings of Lamont (1998), we do not reject the hypothesis that the relations between future returns and aggregate earnings and future returns and dividend payout ratio are flat. In other words, neither dividend payout ratio nor the level of aggregate earnings are correlated with the excess market return. Lamont (1998) examines the forecasting ability of aggregate earnings and dividend payout ratio from 1947:Q1 to 1994:Q4 for the S&P Composite Index. We replicate his results for the sample period from 1947:Q1 to 1994:Q4, but show that the predictive power of aggregate earnings and dividend payout ratio does not exist for the extended sample periods from l947: Ql-2002 :Q4and 194():QI-2002 :Q4. In fact, once his sample is extended to 1995, the estimated coefficients on earnings become marginally significant (only at the 10% level), and extending his data set to 1996 is enough for the disappearance of ihe results. Thus, it is the specific time period that drives theLamont's (1998) results.
Since we do not find any evidence for a significant link between aggregate earnings and excess market return, the potential question is: Can the aggregation of firm-level earnings diversify away the information content of earnings about expected future cash flows and expected returns? To answer this question, we investigate the predictability o{firm-level stock returns and show that, in contrast to Ihe aggregate-level findings, earnings yield forecasts the firm-level stock returns. We argue that firm-level earnings consist of two components: The portion that is explained by aggregate earnings (systematic earnings) and the portion that is orthogonal to aggregate earnings (unsystematic earnings). When firm-level earnings are aggregated to generate the market-level earnings used in previous studies, the unsystematic earnings component diversifies away. Thus, the aggregate-level -We should note that Fama and French ( !988a) do not explicitly tesi whelher earnings are related to expected relums. Upon observing little forecasting power of earnings yield, ihey hypothesize that higher variability in earnings wiav just be noise, unrelaled to the variation in expected returns. earnings do not have any explanatory power for future returns. In contrast, firmlevel earnings contain significant information about future stock returns. Furthermore, at the firm level, prices and earnings have an opposite relation with future returns and, as a result, the informativeness of earnings and prices about expected returns is not offsetting.
Since there is a significantly positive relation between earnings and expected returns at the firm level, but the relation is flat at the market level, a natural question to ask is whether there is any predictability at the industry level. First, we use the 17 industry portfolios of Fama and French (1997) to test whether industrylevel earnings can predict excess returns on industry portfolios or whether industrylevel diversification is sufficiently large to eliminate predictability. The results indicate that the aggregation of firm-level earnings to 17 industry portfolios diversifies away the information content of firm-level earnings about future cash flows and, hence, there is no significant relation between industry-level earnings and expected returns. Second, we conjecture that earning.s for a finer industry partition may contain significant information about future cash flows and this information is partially diversified away, not completely as in the case of 17 industry portfolios. To test our conjecture, we use the 48 industry portfolios of Fama and French (1997) and find a positive and highly significant relation between earnings and expected returns for the 48 industry partition. Hence, we conclude that the effect of aggregation of firm-level earnings on the relation between industry earnings and expected returns is considerably different for the 17 and 48 industry portfolios.
Regardless of the reason why stock prices are mean reverting, the level of stock price is an important variable in predicting future returns. The predictive power of cash flow to price ratios, such as earnings yield, does not necessarily indicate that the cash flow proxy itself contains information about future returns. Although our motivation for exploring the forecasting power of firm-level earnings yield stems from our belief that firm-specific earnings are informative about the expected future cash flows, it does not eliminate the possibility that only the price itself is responsible for the correlation between earnings yield and future stock returns. Thus, one of our objectives is to use realized firm-level earnings not as normalizing variables for stock price but as predictive variables in their own right.
We show that normalized earnings themselves covary positively with future stock returns. Hence, the mean reversion of stock prices as well as the earnings' correlation with expected stock returns are responsible for the forecasting power of earnings yield. Moreover, only the unsystematic portion of earnings is correlated with future stock returns, while the variability in systematic earnings is unrelated to expected returns.
In addition to testing the significance of a time-series relation between firmlevel earnings and expected returns, we provide a comprehensive study on the cross-sectional relation between firm-level earnings and expected stock returns. The average slope coefficients from Fama-MacBeth (1973) regressions indicate a positive and highly significant relation between one-quatier-ahead returns and firm-level earnings yield and normalized earnings. These results hold even after controlling for size, book-to-market, momentum, and post-earnings announcement drift.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the framework that forms the relation between expected returns and earnings,, dividends, and price. Section III explains the data construction process and provides summary statistics. Section IV tests whether aggregate earnings can explain the time-series variation in excess market returns. Section V presents empirical results on the time-series and cross-sectional relation between firm-level earnings and expected stock returns. Section VI examines the relation between industry-level earnings and expected returns. Section Vil concludes the paper.
II. Framework
Market multiples such as dividend yield, book-to-market ratio, and earnings yield have been identified as important determinants of the time series of expected stock returns at the aggregate level. Examples include Rozeft" (1984), Shiller (1984) , French (1988a), (1989) , Campbell and Shiller (1988) . (1989), Hodrick (1992) , Kothari and Shanken (1997) , Pontiff and Schall (1998) , Lamont (1998) , Lewellen (2004) , and Kothari, Lewellen, and Warner (2006) .
In a time-series setting, the log-linear approximation of stock returns developed by Campbell and Shiller (1988) . (1989) provides a convenient framework for examining predictive relations. Tbe approximation starts with the definition of log stock retum r,,+],
where P¡_¡ is the stock price at the end of period r and D,.,+i denotes dividends for firm I paid during period í + I. Presenting log variables by lowercase letters and using a first-order Taylor series expansion, equation ( 1 ) becomes
where C, is a linearization constant and pi is a constant discount factor close to one for each firm /. Given equation (2), Lamont (1998) shows that the time / expectation of time t + I returns can be written as
It is clear from the right-hand side of equation (3) that the level of stock price (or the index level) is an important explanatory variable. Higher (lower) stock price implies lower (higher) expected returns. The second term on the right side of equation (3) is the expected sum of future discounted log dividends, denoted by p''^. The third term is the discounted sum of future returns starting next period, denoted by p'. Equation (3) indicates that after controlling for stock price, any variable known as of time / predicts time t + I returns only if it proxies for p^â nd/or p*".^' "Ŵ hen, for example, the log of earnings yield is used to forecast the aggregate returns, earnings in the numerator can be viewed as a proxy for//', whereas price in the denominator controls for the mean reversion in the market index level. Earlier research has interpreted the poor forecasting ability of earnings yield as the noise in earnings that is not related to the expected returns. However, Lamont (1998) presents equation (3) as:
where «,,, is a normalization factor used to create stationary right-hand side variables. Equation (4) gives a helpful hint in disentangling different forecasting powers of the numerator and the denominator of a value-to-price ratio by using the normalized stock price and the normalized cash flow proxy as the right-hand side variables. In this representation, the coefficients of the stock price and the cash flow proxy are not restricted to be the same. Lamont (1998) argues that aggregate dividends proxy forp*^ and aggregate earnings are positively correlated with business cycle fluctuations. He finds that normalized earnings of the S&P Composite Index as well as the normalized price (i.e., normalized index level) have negative coefficients in predictive regressions, whereas normalized dividends have a positive coefficient. Thus, suhtracting price from earnings (i.e.. using earnings yield as a predictive variable) masks the relation between earnings yield and expected returns. Furthermore, a higher dividend payout ratio forecasts higher future returns on the S&P Composite Index because subtracting earnings from dividends does not have such an offsetting effect.
In this paper, we show that Lamont's (1998) findings are driven by the specific sample period that he uses. To compare with the aggregate-level findings, we test whether firm-level earnings yield is an important predictor of the time series of stock returns because firm-level earnings may contain relevant information about p''^. We argue that when earnings are aggregated, any information about finn-level cash flows is diversified and what is left is the systematic portion of earnings that does not have any explanatory power for the expected returns.'' -'.Stock prices themselves predict future returns and we call this ¡he price effect because it is most compelling when the cash now proxy in the numerator of the ratio does not covary with expected returns.
''We should note, however, that the results of the paper neither support nor reject market efticieticy .since our analyses hold regardless of whether discount rates are affected by irrationaJ traders. Therefore, our analyses cannot be used to determine whether market rationally prices assets.
'This argument is also consistent with previous research that shows that, contrary to firm-level returns, aggregate relums are driven by expected return news (i.e.. change in expected future returns). For example, Campbell ( 1991 ) finds thai most of the variation in aggregate returns comes from variation in changes of expected returns. Furthermore, there is a long accounting literature that argues that changes in firm-level earnings are positively correlated with cash How news (see, e.g., Ea.ston and H;m-is(l991)).
III. Data A. Construction of Variables
We obtain the monthly returns, prices, dividends, and adjustment factors from the Center for Research in Securities Prices (CRSP) NYSE/AMEX/Nasdaq monthly file. Quarterly realized earnings, total assets, total liabilities, book value, sales, and shares outstanding data come from the quarterly CRSP-Compustat merged database. We obtain the average yields to maturity on Aaa-and Baa-rated bonds and the yields on the three-month T-bill and 10-year Treasury bond from the Federal Reserve Statistical Release. We obtain the one-month T-bill returns from Ihhotson Associates.
All variables are formed on a quarterly basis. Quarterly returns are constructed by compounding monthly returns. Log excess return (r/,,) is defined as the difference between the log quarterly return and the log risk-free rate. RREL, is the relative T-bill rate defined as the end of quarter three-month T-bÍIl rate minus its 12-month backward moving average. DEF, is the default spread calculated as the difference between the yields on Baa-and Aaa-rated corporate bonds. TERM, is the term spread calculated as the difference between the yields on the lO-year Treasury bond and the three-month T-bill.
For every quarter /, we compute dividends per share {D,} as the sum of the past four quarters of dividends per share. To ensure that earnings per share and other balance sheet variables are known to the market as of quarter t, we extract the report dates of quarterly earnings and take the latest reported values.*' We add deferred taxes and investment tax credit (balance sheet) to common equity to compute the book value. We treal negative or zero sales, total assets, total liabilities, and book value as missing.
For each stock, we construct a normalization variable (A',.,) as the total assets per share of stock / at the end of quarter t. The logs of the ratios of prices, dividends, and earnings to the normalization variable are used to generate the normalized price, dividends, and earnings. The normalization variable is used to obtain stationary right-hand side variables. Unfortunately, there is no sound methodology that will guide the search for the most appropriate normalization variable. Thus, as a robustness check we use several other normalization variables and show in Section V.D that our results are insensitive to the choice of the normalization variable.
In all estimations, we use log returns and log ratios following previous studies including Lamont (1998) . In order to work with the log data, we consider non-negative earnings. Specifically, we define normalized earnings (ey., -n,,,) as log(£,.,//V,,). All other log ratios are defined similarly. To avoid giving extreme observations heavy weight in our analysis, following Fama and French (1992) , the smallest and largest 0.5% of the observations on normalized variables and valueto-price ratios are set equal to the next largest and smallest values of the ratios (the 0.005 and 0.995 fractiles).
To be included in our sample, a firm in quarter t must have time / and / + 1 log excess return, normalized price, normalized earnings, size, and book value available. We also consider another sample that requires each stock to have normalized dividends as of quarter /. Furthermore, in firm-level time-series panel regressions, we require each stock to have at least four years {16 quarters) of data available.T o replicate and check the robustness of Lamont's (1998) results, we obtain the aggregate-level earnings, dividends, and returns from Lamont's (1998) data source. Specifically, aggregate-level earnings and dividends data are obtained from the Security Price Index Record published by Standard & Poor's Statistical Service.*^ Quarterly return on the S&P Composite Index is defined as ln{CSTIND,.n/CSTIND,). where CSTIND is the index of total return (including the reinvested dividends) on the S&P Composite Index. At the aggregate level, following Latnont (1998), we use the log of the average of the past five years of annual earnings per share, calculated as the sum of the past 20 observations of quarterly earnings per share divided by five as the normalization variable.
B. Summary Statistics
The overall sample consists of 289,958 quarterly observations. We also use an alternative sample that requires dividends to exist and it consists of 167,699 observations. We use the second sample whenever dividend yield or normalized dividends are used in our estimations. Although the data range from 1966:Q2 to 2(X)2:Q4, tbe quarterly Compustat database provides a very small number of observations prior to tbe early 1970s (there are only 223 observations prior to I972:Q3). Therefore, when we conduct our firm-level analysis, we require each quarter to have at least 30 observations. Tbis requirement led us to use data starting from I972:Q3. Table I shows the summary statistics of the firm-level data. Mean, median, standard deviation, and correlation statistics are computed for the time series of each stock and averages of these statistics across firms are reported. Panel A shows that earnings are more volatile than dividends. Earnings have an average standard deviation of 0.64, whereas dividends have an average standard deviation of 0.31. However, whether this higher variability in earnings is related to expected stock returns remains to be seen. Panel B shows the correlation statistics. As expected, both dividend yield and earnings yield are negatively correlated with the scaled stock price. Higher scaled stock prices imply lower yields. Similarly, higher scaled earnings and dividends are positively correlated with earnings yield and dividend yield, respectively. However, relatively low correlation between normalized earnings, (e,,, -«,,,), and earnings yield, (e¡, -p¡,¡) , is due to the positive correlation between the contemporaneous normalized stock price and normalized earnings.
However, to control for survivorship bias, we do not impose this restriction in our tirm-levet cross-settional regressions.
We used the latest available Secutity Price Index Record Table 1 shows the means, medians, and sianäarä deviations. r,_i is Ihe quarterly log excess return computed as the quarterly log return in excess oMhe one-month T-bill rate compounded within guafterC (e, , -p,j) islog(£, ,/P,j) where é,j is Ihe most recently reported earnings per share and P,, is the slock price ai the end ot quarter f. {d, j-p, ,)is log( D,, /P,^ ( ). where D,^, is the sum ol the past tour quarters ot dividend per share; W,, ( is a normalization variable de/lned as the iatesitepoited total assets per share lor stock i; (e, f -ri, ,) islogiE, f/^f,,); {d,j -n,,) islog(D,j/N,^,);and (.PI.I ~ "j i) istogiP, ,/W, ,) Panel B shows the correlation matrix ot these variables. Mean, median, standard déviation, and correfation statistics are computed tor each stock / and averages ot these time-senes statistics are reported. 
IV. Aggregate Earnings and Expected Returns
To test whether earnings yield, dividend yield, and the dividend payout ratio can predict one-quarter-ahead excess market return, we run the following OLS regression: (5) rm.,+ | = a + ßX",j + £m,t^\.
where r^.f+i is the log excess return on the market portfolio at time / + 1, and X", is a vector of predictive variables that are in the information set as of time Í.' To correct for the small-sample bias in parameter estimates, we use the randomization technique of Nelson and Kim (1993) . To further account for the effect of autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity in the error terms, the Nelson and Kim methodology is implemented based on the Newey-West (1987) standard errors. For each regression, we report the bias-adjusted slope coefficients, r-statistics, bias-adjusted one-sided /^-values, and bias-adjusted R~ values. "^ In equation (5), the slope coefficient [ß] along with its bias-adjusted p-value determines whether there is a significantly positive or negative relation between earnings and expected returns at the market level. Table 2 presents the results of predictive regressions using lagged return, dividend yield, earnings yield, and the dividend payout ratio. ' ' Panel A of Table  2 replicates the results given in Table IV of Lamont ((1998) . p. 1572) using the data from 1947:Q1 to 1994:Q4. Lamont (1998) 
reports OLS coefficient estimateŝ
In addition to earnings yield, dividend yield, and the dividend payout ratio, following Lamont (1998), we include the lagged excess market return, /•",,, and RREL, in the information set.
"'See Sections V and VI for a detailed discussion and implementation of the Nelson and Kim (1993) methodology.
' ' Ferson, Sarkissian, and Simin ((2003) . p. 1409) state that "If the expected returns are persistent, there is a tisk of finding a spurious regression relation between the return and an independent, highly autocorrelated lagged variable." We address this issue by adding the lag of the dependent variable in predictive regressions.
with OLS Standard errors. For ease of comparison, we report in Panel A, both OLS and small-sample bias-adjusted coefficients. However, in all other panels, we only present bias-adjusted coefficients. Based on the bias-adjusted /j-values, in the first two regressions, dividend yield is highly significant and has a positive coefficient, whereas earnings yield is not significant.'^ The third regression shows that conditional on the dividend yield, higher earnings yield forecasts lower returns for the S&P Composite Index. The fourth and fifth regressions show that with or without dividend yield, the dividend payout ratio has significant forecasting power and a higher dividend payout ratio forecasts higher future returns. The last row of Panel A presents results from a multivariate regression, which consists of the lagged excess return, the relative T-bill rate, dividend yield, and the dividend payout ratio. Both dividend yield and the payout ratio have positive and significant coefficients. Panel A reiterates the finding of Lamont (1998) that the dividend payout ratio has significant power in forecasting future returns for the period from 1947:QI-1994:Q4. Table 2 , we run the first set of robustness checks by extending the sample period from 1994 to 2002. The first row shows dividend yield has a smaller coefficient than in Panel A and it loses statistical significance. The second row indicates that the coefficient of earnings yield is larger than that in the original period, hut it is insignificant. The third row shows that conditional on dividend yield, earnings yield has no forecasting power, which contradicts with Lamont's finding for the shorter sample period. The fourth and fifth rows present the most striking feature of Table 2 that with or without dividend yield, the dividend payout ratio has no forecasting power for the excess market return. Furthermore, in a multivariate regression, the relative T-bill rate is the only significant variable. The coefficient of the dividend payout ratio in row 6 is close to zero (0.005) with a onesided p-vaiue of 0.43. Thus, the findings of Lamont (1998) regarding earnings yield and the dividend payout ratio do not hold for the extended sample period.'P anels A and B of Table 2 use post-war data. However, we have available data for the S&P 500 Composite Index starting from 1940. In Panel C, we use seven years of extra data and include the pre-war data as well. The results are similar to those in Panel B such that the dividend payout ratio has no forecasting power that contradicts with Lamont (1998) . The failure of the dividend payout ratio in forecasting the future returns can be explained by the relative weakness of dividends in explaining the future returns and/or by the fact that the variability in aggregate earnings is not related to the variability in expected returns.
In Panel B of
To further investigate the weakness of the dividend payout ratio in predictive regressions, we consider aggregate earnings and dividends not as normalizing variables for price hut as predictive variables in their own right. Table 3 shows the bias-adjusted parameter estimates from the predictive regressions using scaled '^Lewellen (2004) finds no evidence of a significant link between earnings yield and excess return on the value weighted and equal-weighted NYSE index for the sample period 1963 to 1994. When the data for 1995-2(XK) are included, earnings yield forecasts only the equal-weighted index. However, the statistical significance is only marginal with a /J-value of 0.09 (see Table 6 of Lewellen (2004)).
'-'Similar results are also obtained by Lettau and Ludvigson (2(X)I), Goyal and Welch (2008) , and Ang and Bekaert (2007) for different sample periods. Table 2 sfiows the parameter estimates and standard errors from predictive regressions using value-to-price ratios fof different sample periods. In eaofi regression, the dependent variable Is the quarterly log excess return on the S&P Composite Index, ''m.i+i. Independeni variaötesafefnv.r, (or -Pr). i^i -Pt) '{d¡ -e,) . ana HREL,, which is tfie relative T-bill rate, (dj -Pj) is the log dividend yield, (e, -pj) is the iog earnings yield, and (<ï, -e,) is ttie log dividend payout ratio corresponding to the S&P Composite Index. In Panels B and C, the first row reports the small-sample bias-ad¡usted average slope coefficients, the second row presents the Newey-West r-statistics in parentheses, and the third row gives the bias-adjusted p-values in square brackets. The first row of Panel A also reports the OLS coefficient estimates for Lamont's ( t998) original sample The last columns report the bias-adjusted R^ values. ---,",-indicate significance at the 1%, 5%. and 10% levels, respectively.
Constant prices, dividends, and eatnings.'* Panel A of Table 3 replicates the results given in the first row of Table V of Lamont ((1998 of Lamont (( ), p. 1575 . Observe that the scaled ' •"Note that the regressions in Tah]e 2 are simiiar to the regressions run hy Kothari and Shanken (1997) and Pontiff and Schall (1998) with dividend yield and the book-to-market ratio. They argue that the predictive ability of ihe book-to-market ratio is related to the ability of book vaJue to forecast future cash flows. price has a negative and significant coefficient indicating the presence of mean reversion. The scaled dividend has a positive and significant coefficient implying that it proxies for expected future cash flows (p'^) in equation (4). Moreover, the coefficient on scaled earnings is negative and significant. Lamont's (1998) interpretation of the negative coefficient on earnings is that earnings measure macroeconomic activity associated with business cycle fluctuations. Since both prices and earnings have a negative relation with future returns, earnings yield has no predictive power as shown in Panel A of Table 2 . Panel B of Table 3 uses an extended sample period from I947;Q1 to 2002:Q4. Observe that the scaled dividend has a positive but insignificant coefficient. More importantly, scaled earnings cannot predict the excess return on the market. Extending the data to 2002 decreases the coefficient estimate to zero. In Panel C, we use the pre-war data and find that the earnings' coefficient estimate is almost zero and insignificant. Thus, the forecasting power of aggregate earnings is limited to the sample period considered by Lamont (1998) . Tables 2 and 3 show that when we extend the S&P sample to 2002 both the dividend payout ratio and normalized earnings become insignificant. However, these results do not answer the question of whether the part of the data analyzed by Lamont (1998) is special and, hence, his results are sample specific, or that the additional data is special and, hence, our results are sample specific (i.e.. the lack of significance may be driven entirely by the inclusion of 1995-2002 data). 'T o clarify these points, in Table 4 we extend the data backward rather than forward and consider Lamont's sample with an additional two years of data. Panel A of Table 4 shows that even when the original sample Is only extended backward and the data from 1940 to 1994 are used, the dividend payout ratio becomes '^For example, the additional period that we consider includes the bubble period in which the U.S, market exhibited unusually high returns. At the same time, the dividend yield was at a historically low level. Table 3 shows the parametef estfmates and standard erro's (rom predictive regressions using normalized prices, dividends, and earnings tor ditfemnt sample periods In each regression, Ihe dependent variable is the quarterly log excess return on the S&P Composite Index, c^j..,. Independent variables are/-m,;, {pi -n,). (d¡ -n,) , (e, -n,) . andRREt.f. which IS the relative T-bill rate, d, is the fog o( dividends per share paid out m Ihe four quarters including quarter ( ej is lhe log ot earnings per share in quarter I. p, is the log of the S&P price level n, is the log of the average of the past five years of annual earnings per share, calculated as the sum of the past 20 observations of quarterly earnings per share divided by five In Pariels B and C, the first row reports ttie small-sample bias-ad|usted average slope coefficients, the second row presents the Newey-West /-statistics in parentheses, and the third row gives the bias-ad|usted p-values m square brackets. Thefirstrowof Panel A also reports the OLS coefficient estimates tor Lamont's (1998) 5.76%
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insignificant. Furthermore. Panel B shows that when we extend the sample by only two years and consider the 1947 to 1996 period, the dividend payout ratio still becomes insignificant. In Panel C, we consider the pre-war period and show that normalized earnings are marginally significant only at the 8% level. Finally, Panel D shows that the inclusion of only two years of data is enough to wipe out the relation between earnings and expected returns. Thus, we conclude that the evidence that Lamont's ( 1998) results are sample specific is not entirely driven by the inclusion of the bubble period.
V. Firm-Level Earnings and Expected Stock Returns
A. Value-to-Price Ratios
We use fixed effects panel data regressions to examine predictability at the firm level. A predictive regression for the stock returns in a fixed effects setting can be demonstrated as: (6) r,,,+1 -a¡ + /3X,,, + e¡,,+1, where r,-,f+1 is the log excess stock return for firm i at time í + 1 and X,,/ is a vector of predictive variables that are in the information set as of time ;. Tbe important point in equation (6) is that the intercepts (o,) are estimated separately for each firm I, which distinguishes fixed effects panel data regressions from pooled panel data regressions where the intercept is the same for each stock. Therefore, pooled panel data regressions can be viewed as stacked time-series regressions as well as stacked cross-sectional regressions. However, estimating intercepts separately is equivalent to demeaning each stock level data and ensures that each stock's error Table 4 shows the parameter estimates and standard errors from predictive regressions using value-to-price ratios and normalized prices, dividends, and earnings tor alternative sample periods In each regression, (he dependent variable is the quarterly log excess return on the S&P Composite Index, rm,i*\ The independent variables are defined in Tables  2 and 3 . In each regression, the lirst row reports the small-sample bias-adjusted average slope coefficients, the second row presents the Newey-West f-statistics in parentheses, and the third row gives the bias-adjusted p-values in square brackets. The last columns report the bias adjusted R^ values. "".",' indicate significance at the 1%, 5%. and 10% levels, respectively term is orthogonal to the explanatory variables for that stock. Thus, the fixed effects panel data regression in equation (6) is equivalent to a stacked time-series regression. Table 5 presents the results of predictive fixed effects panel data regressions using value-to-price ratios. Earnings yield, dividend yield, and the dividend payout ratio are used as independent variables. These are firm-specific variables. Furthermore, we use the relative T-bill rate RREL,, term spread TERM,, and default spread DEF,. At each quarter r, these macroeconomic variables are the same for each stock. RREL,, TERM,, and DEF, are used to control for p'^ in equation (4)."' It is well known that OLS standard errors are not appropriate for drawing conclusions on the statistical significance of the estimated coefficients in a panel data setting due to cross-sectional correlation in residuals. Therefore, we use two different methodologies to compute the standard errors that are adjusted for contemporaneous cross-sectional correlation. The first methodology is the jackknife method of Shao and Rao ( 1993) . The other methodology follows Rogers" (1983) , (1993) method for computing standard errors in the existence of heteroskedasticity and contemporaneous cross correlations. At an earlier stage of the study, we find that the results from the jackknife and Rogers' standard errors are very similar. In Table 5 , we report Rogers' r-statistics (known as the clustered r-statistics) in parentheses.
'^See. for example. Campbetl and Shiller (1988) . Fama and French (!988a). (1989), Campbell (199] ), FersonandHarvey (1991). Hodrick( 1992) . and Lamont (1998). Table 5 shows the parameter estimales and their statistical signrficancB from the fixed effects panel data regressions. In each regression, the first row reports the small-sample bias-adjusted slope coefficients, the second row presents the clustered f-slalislics in parenlheses, and the third raw gives the bias-adjusled p-values in square brackets. The last three columns report Itie bias-adiusted R^ values, the number of observaiions (T), and the number of stocks (A/), The dependent variable is the quartotly log excess stock return, f, ,^,, The independent variables are (e, , -p, [), (fl, ¡-p, (), id,j -e,,) . RREL,, TERM,, andDEF,, RREL, is the relative Y-bill rate, DEF, is the default spread, and TEÍ1M, is'the term spread, "*,",' indicate significanoe at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. As mentioned earlier, a fixed effects panel data regression is essentially equivalent to estimating a collection of time-series regressions at the firm level, constraining the slopes to be the same but allowing for different intercepts. In other words, a fixed effects regression is like running an individual, firm-level, time-series regression and, thus, the effective number of observations per firm can be quite small. To control for tbe effect of small-sample bias on our estimated slope coefficients, we use Nelson and Kim's (1993) methodology in our predictive panel data regressions. We obtain tbe simulated independent variables and the simulated return variable by randomizing the error terms of each stock in tbe panel. Hence, when we compute the bias in the estimated coefficients, we assure tbat no predictability is assumed for each stock in our sample. Finally, to obtain the /j-values, we compare the jackknife /-statistics of the overall sample with the distribution of the simulated jackknife /-statistics.
For eacb regression in Table 5 , the first row reports the small-sample biasadjusted slope coefficients, the second row presents tbe clustered /-statistics in parentheses, and the third row gives the small-sample bias-adjusted/j-values in square brackets. The last three columns report the bias-adjusted R^ values, the number of observations, and the number of stocks used in panel regressions. The first and second rows in Table 5 show tbe univariate regressions of tbe one-quarterahead firm-level excess stock returns on earnings and dividend yield. Both earnings and dividend yield are positively correlated witb tbe time series of future stock returns. The tbird row shows that earnings yield is a significant predictor of firm-level stock returns, even in tbe presence of dividend yield. Row 4 confirms tbis finding by using the dividend payout ratio together with dividend yield. Conditional on dividend yield, earnings yield is positively correlated witb future returns after controlling for dividend yield since a higher dividend payout ratio forecasts lower future returns.
In the last regression, we introduce RREL,, TERM,, and DEF, as independent variables along with earnings and dividend yield. After controlling for macroeconomic variables, there is still a positive and significant relation between earnings yield and expected returns at the firm level. However, the slope coefficient on dividend yield is not significant. The bias-adjusted slope coefficient on firm-level earnings yield is 0.022 with a f-statistic of 5.26 and a bias-adjusted p-value of zero.
We find that earnings yield has a significant predictive power for expected stock returns. Either the mean reversion in stock prices alone drives the forecasting power of earnings yield and/or firm-level earnings are positively correlated with expected stock returns. Next, we examine the source of this finding by using normalized variables.
B. Normalized Earnings, Dividends, and Stock Price
Panel A of Table 6 presents the bias-adjusted slope coefficients, clustered i-statistics, and bias-adjusted /ï-values from the regressions of one-quarter-ahead excess returns on normalized earnings, dividends, and stock price. The results in the first regression indicate that when stock price and earnings are used as independent variables, scaled stock price has a negative coefficient while earnings has a positive coefficient. The positive relation between earnings and future stock returns implies that current earnings proxy for expected future cash flows (i.e..//' in equation (4)). The normalized price and normalized earnings have the coefficient estimates of -0.031 and 0.019, respectively. Based on the clustered /-statistics and the bias-adjusted /ï-values, both the normalized price and earnings are highly significant.
The second regression in Panel A of Table 6 indicates that conditional on dividends and price, earnings are positively correlated with future stock returns. This suggests that tirm-level earnings contain information about expected future cash fiows beyond dividends. In fact, the bias-adjusted slope coefficient on the normalized dividend is found to be statistically insignificant with the /-statistic of 0.57 and the bias-adjusted/^-value of 0.31. The last regression in Panel A of Table  6 shows that after controlling for RREL,, TERM,, and DEF, normalized earnings and the normalized price remain highly significant, whereas the normalized dividend is statistically insignificant.
Firm-level earnings are affected by firm-specific and macroeconomic events. Therefore, to investigate the importance of firm-specific information in forecasting the time series of stock returns, we decompose earnings into a firm-specific and systematic part by regressing firm-level normalized earnings on aggregate normalized earnings:
e^,-n,, = i;,+7(^-f-<f) + f/., where i",, is the log of realized earnings of firm / known as of time i, n¡j is the log of normalization variable for firm /, e^^,^ and /i)"^^ are aggregate log earnings and the aggregate normalization variable, respectively, and e^^ is defined as the log of Table 6 shows ihe parameter estimates and ¡heir sialistical significance from the fixed effects panel data regressions.
In each regression, the first row reports the small-sample bias-adjusted slope coefficients, the second row presents the clustered f-stalistics m parentheses, and the third row gives the bias-adjusted p-values in square brackets. The iasl three columns report the bias-ad|usted R^ values, the number of otiservations (T), and the number of stocks {N} The dependent variable is the quarterly log excess stock return, f,f^,. The independent variables are (e,, -i,,f), (d,,/-",,,).
(ft,r -"(,(). RREL(, TERMf, and DEF, RREL, is the relative T-bill rate, DEF, is the default spread, and TEJRM, is the term spread, -n^'j') is the portion of normalized lirm-level earnings explained by normalized aggregate-level earnings p g p y gggg (systematic earnings), (e^',"' -n^,"') is the portion of normalized firm-levei earnings orthogonal to normalized aggregatelevel earnings (unsysiemktic earnings) (see Section V,B), *","," indicale significance at Ihe !%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively sum of all the available firm-level earnings as of time t. In equation (7). ifef^* -i)^^^) is the portion of normalized firm-level earnings explained by normalized aggregate-level earnings (systematic earnings), denoted by e^'f -n"'', whereas (ü,+e/,,) is the portion of normalized firm-level earnings orthogonal to normalized aggregate-level earnings (unsystematic earnings) denoted by c"^'' -H"^^. By simultaneously decomposing earnings as suggested in equation (7) and using e)y -n)y and e"^^ -«""*" as explanatory variables in predictive regressions of the form given in equation (6), we investigate which portion of firm-level earnings is informative about expected stock returns. To the extent that unsystematic earnings are informative about p''^, we expect É"""*^ -n""^ to have a positive and significant coefficient in predictive regressions.
Panel B of Table 6 reports tbe parameter estimates and the related statistics from tbe panel data regressions with the normalized price, systematic earnings.
-n e\p , and unsystematic earnings, c", -«"" . as explanatory variables. The results suggest that it is the unsystematic portion of earnings that forecast stock returns, while the coefficient estimate on systematic earnings is insignificant. Similar to our earlier findings, the bias-adjusted coefficient on the normalized price is negative and significant. Tbe bias-adjusted slope coefficient on (ef"^ -nf'}^) is 0.020 with the /-statistic of 6.33 and the bias-adjusted /»-value of zero. The bias-adjusted slope on (e"'' -n^-]^) is 0.004 and statistically insignificant.
C. Firm-Level Cross-Sectional Regressions
We have so far tested the significance of a relation between expected returns and firm-level and market-level earnings using time-series regressions. We will now examine the cross-sectional relation between firm-level earnings and expected stock returns using the Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions. There are many advantages of using the firm-level cross-sectional regressions in our context. First, the Fama-MacBeth regressions will pick up time-series predictability if it really exists. Hence, this gives us an opportunity to check the robustness of our earlier findings based on the predictive panel data regressions. Second, there is no small-sample bias in the cross-sectional regressions since bias only afflicts time-series regressions. Third, there may be concern about the impact of survivorship bias on our time-series tests, arising from the requirement that firms have at least 16 quarters of data. This issue can be resolved using the Fama-MacBeth regressions because a firm can be included in a cross-sectional regression as long as it has a valid data point.
In this section, we present the time-series averages of the slope coefficients from the cross-sectional regressions of average stock returns on the lagged earnings yield, dividend yield, dividend payout ratio, normalized earnings, normalized dividends, and normalized price. The average slopes provide standard FamaMacBeth tests for determining which explanatory variables have a significant predictive power for the cross section of expected stock returns. Quarterly crosssectional regressions are run for the following econometric specification: (8) r/.,+i ^ a, + ß,Xi^, + £;,,+!, where r^+i is the log excess return for stock / at time í + 1, and X,,, is the log value-to-price ratio or normalized earnings, dividend, and price for stock / at time /. In equation (8), the intercepts (a,) and siope coefficients {ß,} are estimated for each quarter using OLS. The time-series average of the slope coefficients, /j,, along with its standard error determines whether there is a positive and significant relation between earnings and the cross section of expected returns at the firm level. We use Newey and West's ( 1987) adjusted standard errors to compute the statistical significance of ß, = j YlJ=[ Z^/-where T is the number of quarters in our sample. This procedure calculates the standard error of the time-series average of the estimated slope coefficients in equation (8) by taking into account heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation in the time series of the slopes. In Panel A of Table 7 , the first row reports the time*-series averages of the slope coefficients, the second row presents the Newey-West adjusted /-statistics in parentheses, and tbe third row shows the corresponding/j-values in square brackets. Tbe univariate regression results indicate a positive and significant relation between firm-level earnings yield and the cross section of expected stock returns since the average slope from the quarterly regressions of realized returns on earnings yield is about 0.018 with a Newey-West /-statistic of 5.67. It is important to note that the magnitude and statistical significance of average slope coefficients are similar to our earlier findings from the predictive panel data regressions. As shown in Table 5 , the small-sample bias-adjusted slope coefficient is 0.030 with a i-statistic of 7.16. After controlling for other variables, the bias-adjusted slope coefficient becomes 0.022 with a i-statistic of 5.26.
TABLE 7
Cross-Sectional Regressions Table 7 shows lhe parameter estimates and itieir statistical significance Iram the lirm-level cfoss-sectional Fama-MacBeih regressions. In each regression, the first row reports the time-series averages of the slope coefficients, ttie second row presents the Newey-West (1987) ad^ustea i-stalistics m parentheses, and the third row shows the corresponding p-values In square brackets. Panel A reports the statistics for the cross-sectional regressions with the vaiue-to-price ratios Panel B reports the statistics for lhe cross-sectional regressions with the normalized variabies SUE is the unexpected earnings (the change tn the most recently reported quarterly earnings from its value four quarters ago) scaled by lhe standard deviation of unexpected earnings over the past eight quarters. MOM is the compound return over the prior s\x months excluding the current month. Both SUE and MOM are expressed in terms of iheir decile rank and scaled to fall between zero and one In both panels, the iog book-to-price ratio {bj, -p,,) and log of market value (Ime, ,) are used as additional control variables. The last three columns report the average H^ values, the number of observations (7"), and the number of stocks {N). '",",' indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. The second regression in Panel A of Table 7 compares the forecasting powers of earnings and dividend yield. The average slope coefficient on dividend yield is insignificant with a i-statistic of 1.08, whereas the average slope on earnings yield is positive and highly significant with a /-statistic of 7.13. The third regression in Panel A shows that both dividend yield and the dividend payout ratio have significant predictive power for the cross section of expected returns. However, Panel B of Table 7 presents the statistical significance of dividend yield and the dividend payout ratio stems from the strong predictive power of firm-level earnings and price.
The existing literature provides evidence for a significantly positive relation between earnings yield and the cross section of expected returns (see, e.g., Basu (1977) , (1983), Fama and French (1992) , and Lakonishok, Shleifer, and Vishny (1994) ). '^ Fama and French (1992) find the coefficient on earnings yield to be significant (with /-stat = 4.57) in univariate cross-sectional regressions. However, in multivariate regressions, earnings yield loses its significance. Contrary to Fama and French (1992) , Lakonishok, Shleifer, and Vishny (1994) find tbat the coefficient on earnings yield is positive and significant in both univariate and muUivariate cross-sectional regressions. ' ^ Note that these studies use annual earnings and in most cases match the realized earnings to future returns long after the earnings are announced. Hence, they practically analyze long-term predictability. In this paper, we use the latest reported quarterly earnings and, hence, we have more time-series variation in earnings. Moreover, earnings and future returns are matched in a much more timely manner and one-quarter-ahead returns are forecasted. Furthermore, our sample period is longer when compared to earlier studies.
Although our focus differs from the existing literature in many dimensions, we should control for the commonly used variables in the literature. Both Fama and French (1992) and Lakonishok, Shleifer, and Vishny (1994) use book-to*-price and size in their regressions. In the fourth regression of Panel A, we use log book-to-price and log size as independent variables. We observe that both variables have statistically significant coefficients, We conclude that the book-toprice ratio has some forecasting power even for one-quarter-ahead returns.'** In the fifth regression in Panel A of Table 7 , we use book-to-price and size as control variables and show that earnings yield is still significant in the presence of these control variables, whereas the book-to-price ratio loses significance. The sixth regression in Panel A shows similar evidence in our smaller dividend sample. Earnings yield and size variables are the only significant variables.
In the firm-level tests, our main variable is the normalized quarterly earnings. This raises the concern that the tests might be picking up the well-known postearnings announcement drift in returns. Therefore, we need to control for the earnings momentum. For the same reason, we also should control for the price '^Also see Haugen and Baker (1996) and Fama and French (2006) . " *Fama and French (1992) use monthly relums in their cross-seclional regressions from July 1963 lo December \990, where the relums are matched with annual eamings from the previous calendar year. Lakonishok, Shleifer. and Vishny (1994) use annual retums in iheir cross-seclional regressions from 1968 lo 1989, where the retums are again mulched with annual eamings from the previous calendar year.
'''The existing literature uses the book-to-market ratio to forecast one-year-ahead retums starling from at least six months after the measurement of the book value to one and one-half years after. Furthermore, these studies document that the forecasting power of the book-to-price ratio is stronger for two-lo three-year-ahead retums. Hence, using book-to-price ratio in quarterly regressions yields ditTerent results in cross-sectional analysis.
momentum. Thus, we use standardized unexpected earnings (SUE) and lagged compounded returns as additional control variables.
There is a long literature on the post-earnings announcement drift (see. e.g.. Ball and Brown (1968) , Bernard and Thomas (1989), (1990) ). It is defined as lhe tendency for a stock's price to drift in the direction of an earnings surprise in the months following an earnings announcement. To control for the postearnings announcement drift, we utilize the most commonly used earnings surprise variable: SUE. We follow a wide array of papers and compute SUE as unexpected earnings scaled hy the standard deviation. Specifically, we define SUE = {{ei, -ei,-4)/<7i,), where e^ is the latest reported quarterly earnings of stock / at quarter /, e,,_4 is its value four quarters ago, and a^ is the standard deviation of unexpected earnings over the past eight quarters. Furthermore, in results that are not reported here, we find that i) scaling the unexpected earnings hy price instead of the standard deviation, ii) subtracting a drift term from the unexpected earnings, and iu) calculating the standard deviation of unexpected earnings over (he past four quarters instead of eight quarters do not change our qualitative findings.
To control for the price momentum, we compute cumulative returns over the prior six months excluding the current month. Specifically, at the end of month f, we define MOM as the cumulative six-month return between months / -6 to í -1. Similarly, in results that are not reported here, we find that i) using the cumulative returns over the prior three months and ii) not skipping the current month do not change our qualitative findings about the normalized earnings.-" Furthermore, following Bernard and Thomas (1990) , Chan, Jegadeesh, and Lakonishok (1996) . Mendenhall (2(X)4). and others, we first express SUE and MOM variahles in terms of their ordinal ranking and scale them to lie between zero and one. As widely discussed in the literature, this has the advantage of accounting for possible nonlinearities in the relation.
The last regression in Panel A of Table 7 shows that even after controlling for SUE and momentum variahles. earnings yield has a positive and statistically significant coefficient.
As discussed earlier and shown in Panel A of Table 6 . when normalized price and normalized earnings are used as independent variables in the predictive panel regressions, the scaled stock price has a significantly negative coefficient while earnings has a significantly positive coefficient. Also, conditional on dividends and price, earnings is positively correlated with future stock returns. To check whether the magnitude and statistical significance of the slope coefficients from time-series regressions are robust, we run the firm-level cross-sectional regressions with normalized variables.
Panel B of Table 7 shows that when normalized price and normalized earnings are used as independent variables in the cross-sectional Fama-MacBeth regressions, the average slope coefficient on normalized earnings is 0.015 with a Newey-West /-statistic of 6.39 and the average slope coefficient on normalized price is -0.018 with a i-statistic of -4.84. This result is very similar to our estimates from the predictive panel data regressions. As shown in Panel A of Table 6 , -"The results from alternative specifications of price momentum and SUE are available from ihe authors.
the small-sample bias-adjusted slope coefficient on normalized earnings is 0.019 with a r-statistic of 5.80. After controlling for other variables, the bias-adjusted slope coefficient becomes 0.016 with a/-statistic of 4.14. Tbe second regression in Panel B indicates tbat tbe average slope coefficient on tbe normalized dividend is insignificant, wbereas tbe average slope coefficients on normalized earnings and normalized price are higbly significant. Tbis result is also very similar to wbat we obtain from the predictive panel data regressions and provides evidence tbat firmlevel earnings have much better predictive power for future returns than firm-level dividends. The third and fourth regressions in Panel B use book-to-price ratio and size as control variables. After controlling for tbese variables, firm-level earnings remain higbly significant. Finally in tbe last regression of Panel B we control for post-earnings announcement drift and momentum, and show tbai normalized earnings bave a positive and bighly significant coefficient after controlling for tbese additional control variables.-'
D. Robustness Checks
In tbis section, we test the sensitivity of our results to the choice of a normalization variable. Panel A of tbe Appendix repeats our predictive panel data regressions using sales, book value, and total liabilities as alternative normalization variables. As shown in Panel A, for all normalization variables, tbe scaled stock price bas a negative and significant coefficient, and normalized earning bas a positive and significant coefficient. Tberefore, the results are not sensitive to tbe choice of the normalization variable. Panel B of tbe Appendix provides very similar results from tbe cross-sectional Fama-MacBetb regressions. For all normalization variables, tbe average slope coefficients on normalized earnings and normalized price turn out to be significantly positive and significantly negative, respectively. The most striking observation in tbe Appendix is tbe affinity of results from the cross-sectional Fama-MacBetb and time-series predictive panel regressions. For example, when sales is used as a normalization variable, the average slope coefficient on earnings is 0.016 with a /-statistic of 7.08, wbicb is almost identical to tbe bias-adjusted slope coefficient from the predictive panel regressions: 0.017 with a /-statistic of 5.30. The cross-sectional and predictive panel regression results are very similar for book value and total liabilities as well.
Wbile panel data regressions result in precise estimations due to tbe availability of a large number of observations, the coefficient estimates are restricted to be the same across firms. In tbe present context, this implies that all types of stocks have the same magnitude of mean reversion and the earnings' correlations witb expected stock returns are also tbe same for all stocks. At an earlier stage of the study, we relax tbis assumption by using portfolio level fixed effects panel data regressions. We sort stocks into 10 size (market capitalization) deciles at tbê 'lr additional analysis, we also mn estimations where each explanatory variable is expressed iti terms of its ordinal ranking. This has ihe additional benefit of expressing all the explanatory variables on a common scale so thai their coefficients can be diret:tly compared. We find that, in a multivariate setting, the coefficient on SLIE is 0.027 and the coefficient on nonnalized earnings is 0.40 and both are highly significant. Thus, the qualitative results are similar lo those reported in the paper. We do not show these results to save space, but they are available from the authors. end of each quarter. We also sort stocks into 10 book-to-market deciles. Then, we run the fixed effects panel data regressions for each portfolio. This procedure does not restrict coefficients to be the same for stocks in different portfolios. For each size and book-to-market portfolio, we find a positive and significant relation between normalized earnings and expected stock returns. Consistent with our earlier results, the coefficient on normalized price is found to be negative and significant.-"Î n addition, we run a battery of further robustness checks. First, we repeat all of our cross-sectional analyses using raw returns and conclude that if raw returns are used instead of log returns, our qualitafive results and conclusions do not change. Second, we address the survival bias/backfill bias on Compustat by running the cross-sectional regressions based on a new sample obtained by eliminating the first three years of each stock (i.e.. the first 12 quarters). We repeat our analysis in Table 7 with this new sample and find a positive and significant relation between firm-level earnings and expected returns after controlling for size, hook-to-market, momentum, and post-earnings announcement drift. Third, to be consistent with Lamont (1998) , we use quarterly earnings hut not annual dividends. As a robustness check, we generate a new sample that uses quarterly dividends instead of annual dividends and rerun our estimations in Table 7 . The results indicate that when quarterly dividends are used, dividend payout ratio, dividend yield, and normalized dividends have very similar coefficient estimates and significance levels. Finally, as mentioned earlier, we winsoHze the top and hottom 0.5% of the variables by pooling all of the data. As a further robustness check, we winsorize the top and bottom 0.5% of the variables every quarter and repeat our estimations in Table 7 and find that none of the results changes quantitatively. Because of space constraints, we cannot report the findings related to (i) the survival bias/backfill bias; (ii) raw returns versus log returns: (iii) quarterly dividends versus annual dividends; and (iv) winsorizing the data by quarter. The results are available from the authors.
VI. Industry-Level Earnings and Expected Returns
So far we have provided evidence that there is no significant relation between aggregate earnings and expected returns at the market level, whereas the relation between earnings and expected returns is positive and highly significant at the firm level. Then, a natural question is whether there is any predictability at the industry level. In this section, we investigate whether industry-level earnings can forecast industry returns or whether industry-level diversification is sufficient to eliminate predictability.
We use the 17 and 48 industry portfolios of Fama and French (1997) and follow the econometric methodology of Jones. Kaul, and Lipson (JKL) (1994) to examine the time-series relation between earnings and expected returns at the -We do nol present the parameter estimates and related statistics from the panel data regressions within each size and book-to-markel deciles, but they are available from the authors. industry level. The following predictive regression is run for each industry portfolio:
(9) r;;ii, = ai + Ax;|f+£,,.,,,
where r^"f^^ is the log excess return on industry / at time / -t-I. and X]"¡^ is a vector of predictive variables that are in the information set as of time l. In equation (9), the intercepts (a,) and slope coefficients (/ii;) are estimated separately for each industry i using OLS. The average slope coefficient along with its standard error determines whether there is a positive and significant relation between earnings and expected returns at the industry level. We use the estimation procedure introduced by JKL (1994) to compute the standard error of /i, -¿ Yl'Li /^'-where n equals 17 or 48. This procedure calculates the standard error of the cross-sectional mean of the estimated slope coefficients in equation (9) by taking into account any cross-sectional correlation in the individual industry-level slope coefficients.^Ô ne disadvantage of using individual time-series regressions is the issue of small-sample bias. As argued by Stambaugh (1999) , a small-sample bias exists in predictive regressions of the sort given in equation (9) because the regression disturbances are correlated with the regressors' innovations; hence, the expectation of the regression disturbance conditional on the future values of regressors no longer equals zero (also see Lewellen (2004) and Amihud and Hurvich (2004) ).-'* Therefore, we consider the randomization technique of Nelson and Kim (1993) to correct for the small-sample bias.
We first run the predictive regression and estimate a first-order autoregression for the independent variables. Then, we record all the residuals. Finally, we randomize the residuals of the first-order autoregression to create pseudoindependent variables and retums that have similar time-series properties as the actual series, but have been generated under the null of no predictability. The pseudo stock return is generated as the unconditional mean plus the randomized error term. In each simulation, residuals from the predictive regression and the autoregressions for the independent variables are randomized simultaneously, hence the correlation that drives the Stambaugh bias is preserved. We repeat this randomization procedure 1,000 times and use the JKL methodology in each cycle and record 1,000 average JKL slopes and JKL /-statistics. Consequently, the mean of these 1,000 slope vectors gives the bias in coefficients.
Panels A and B of Table 8 present the average slope coefficients and tbeir statistical significance for the 17 industry portfolios. In each regression, the first row reports the small-sample bias-adjusted average slope coefficients, the second row presents the JKL /-statistics in parentheses, and the third row gives the smallsample bias-adjusted p-values in square brackets.-^ The last two columns report -^For the calculation of standard errors of the average slope coefficients, see JKL (t994), pp. 646-650.
''The small-sample bias indicated by Stambaugh (1999) is a function of the bias of the autoregressive coefficients of the independent variables, the correlation between the error terms, and the sample size. The sign of the bias depends on the sign of the correlation between the error terms. If the regression disturbance is positively (negatively) correlated with the regressor's innovation, there is a negative (positive) bias,^S mall-sample bias-adjusted /i-values are computed n.s the percentage of times the simulated istatisUcs are higher than the sample i-statisUcs. In other words, ap-value of 0.99 (0.01) shows that the the bias-adjusted R^ values and the number of observations in industry-leve I regressions. In Panel A, we investigate the relation between value-to-price ratios and expected returns. The qualitative results from the JKL /-statistics and the bias-adjusted p-values are similar and point out the same conclusion that there is no significant relation between earnings yield and expected returns on 17 industry portfolios. We consider two regressions, one that uses the dividend payout ratio and the other using earnings yield in a multivariate setting. Indeed, tbese regressions are identical in the sense that tbe coefficient estimate of the dividend payout ratio is equal to -1 times the coefficient estimate of earnings yield.^'' Tbe results in Panel A also indicate that for the 17 industry portfolios neither dividend yield nor the dividend payout ratio has a significant predictive power for expected returns. Table 6 presents the average slope coeftictents and their statistical significance based on ihe Jones. Kaul. and Lipson (JKL)(1994)melhodology (or Ihe 17 and 48 industry portfolios In each regression, the first row reports ihe small-sample üias-adjusled average slope coetfictents, the second row presents the JKL !-statistlcs in parentheses, and the third row gives the bias-adjusted p-values m square brackets. The last two columns report Ihe bias-adjusted R^ iialues and the number of observations [T] in industry-leve I regressions The dependent variable is the quarterly log excess return on industry portfolios, '¡"d f.i The independeni variables are r¡,,j ,. [dj -p,l, (e, -p,) , (Ö, -e,) , {Pt -n,), {d, -n,), (Sf -n,), andRRELf, ",",• tndioate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. coefficienl is negative (positive) and significant ai the 2% [evel. However, in our lables for negative coefficients we report ihe bias-adjusted p-value as 0.01 instead of 0.99 lo be consistent with the results ba-sed on the cross-sectional regressions. '"Smal] differences in ihe estimates are due the fact Ihat we run a separate simutalion for each one of our specifications. Note thai the differences in coefficient esûmales are very small, indicating the robustness of our randomization procedure. Table 8 investigates whether normalized eamings, normalized dividends, and normalized price have any predictive power for expected returns after controlling for lagged return and RREL. Note that the average slope coefficients on normalized dividend and normalized price are statistically insignificant, whereas the average slope coefficient on normalized earnings is marginally significant at best with a /-statistic of 1.69 and a/j-value of 0.06.
Panel B of
Overall, the results in Panel A of Table 8 show that the aggregation of firmlevel earnings to the 17 industry portfolios diversifies away the information content of firm-level earnings about future cash flows and, hence, there is no significant relation between industry-level earnings and expected retums. To further examine whether industry eamings can forecast future retums, we repeat similar estimations for the 48 industry portfolios. We expect that earnings for a finer industry partition may contain significant information about future cash flows and that this information is partially diversified away, but not completely like we observed for the 17 industry portfolios. In other words, we expect the degree of aggregation of eamings to be significantly different for the 17 and 48 industry portfolios. Table 8 indicates a positive and significant relation between eamings and expected returns for the 48 industry portfolios. Observe that the earnings yield has a coefficient of 0.040 with a JKL /-statistic of 3.01 and a p-value of 0.01. Furthermore, note that dividend yield's coefficient estimate decreases considerably from 0.041 to -0.001 when eamings yield is used in the multivariate regression instead of the dividend payout ratio. This finding indicates that the high coefficient estimate of dividend yield in the first specification is mostly due to price and that the significant forecasting power of the dividend payout ratio is mostly driven by eamings' forecasting power. Indeed, the results in Panel D clarify that point. In Panel D. we investigate whether normalized eamings, normalized dividends, and normalized price have any predictive power for expected retums after controlling for lagged retum and RREL. We find that the average slope coefficient on normalized eamings is highly significant (with a JKL /-statistic of 3.19 and a p-value of 0.01), whereas the average slope on normalized dividend is insignificant confirming our previous interpretation.
Panel C of

VIL Conclusion
Previous research finds that aggregate earnings yield has little or no forecasting power for aggregate stock returns. One earlier interpretation of tbis finding is that the higher variability of eamings (compared to other cash flow proxies such as dividends) is noise unrelated to expected returns. To provide an alternative explanation, Lamont (1998) takes another look at the relation between aggregate earnings and excess market retum, and finds that earnings are positively correlated with business conditions and, hence, are negatively correlated with expected returns. He indicates that earnings yield fails to forecast aggregate stock retums because the forecasting powers of earnings and price are offsetting.
This paper provides evidence that, contrary to the findings of Lamont ( 1998) , aggregate earnings and the dividend payout ratio do not contain any information about future retums. We show that his empirical results hold for the specific sample period he uses. His conclusions disappear when we use the extended versions of his data set.
We investigate the time-series predictability of firm-level stock returns and show that earnings yield can explain the time-series variation in individual stock returns. Mean reversion in stock prices as well as the earnings' correlation with expected stock returns is responsible for the forecasting power of earnings yield. We decompose tirm-level earnings into systematic and unsystematic components, and find that the correlation of unsystematic (firm-specific) earnings with expected stock returns leads earnings to have a significant predictive power. However, the systematic portion of tirm-level earnings is not significantly correlated with expected returns. These results indicate that when firm-level earnings are aggregated to generate the market-level earnings, the information content of firmlevel earnings about future cash flows diversifies away. Hence, aggregate-level earnings do not have any explanatory power for excess market returns.
We also examine the cross-sectional relation between tirm-level earnings and expected stock returns using the Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions to check the robustness of our findings obtained from the stacked time-series regressions. The average slope coefficients on earnings indicate a positive and significant relation between firm-level earnings and the cross section of expected returns. This result holds even after controlling for size, book-to-market, momentum, and postearnings announcement drift.
Since there is a significantly positive relation between earnings and expected returns at the firm level, but the relation is flat at the market level, we test if there is any predictability at the industry level. Tbe results indicate tbat the aggregation of firm-level earnings to the 17 industry portfolios diversifies away the unsystematic portion of firm-level earnings and, hence, there is no significant relation between industry-level earnings and expected returns. However, when we extend the industry partition from 17 to 48, the weak positive relation between earnings and expected returns becomes strongly positive. Basically, tbe results from the market-, industry-, and firm-level regressions are consistent with each other. There is no predictability at the market level and no predictability when the market portfolio is decomposed into the 17 industry portfolios. However, when the market is decomposed into the 48 industry portfolios, we find a significantly positive relation between earnings and expected returns. The strong positive relation remains intact when the market portfolio is decomposed into individual firms.
APPENDIX Normalization Variables
The table below sJiows the parameter estímales and their stalistical significance from the fixed effects panel data regressions and cross-sect ion ai Fama-MacBeth regressions. For each tegression in Panel A, the first row reports the smallsample bias-adjusted slope coefficients, the second row presents the clustered f-statistics m parentheses, and the third row gives the small-sample bias-ad}usted p-ualues in square brackets For each regression in Panel B, the first row reports tfie lime-senes averages of the slope coefficients, the second row presents the Newey-West (19B7) adjusted f-staiistics in parentheses, and the third row shows the corresponding p-ualues in square brackets. In each panel, the results are reported for three different normalization vanables: sales per share, book value per share, and total liabilities per share "•,"",' in die ate sign if ¡can ce at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively, 
